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Overview

• Image formation 

• Beads and spherical aberration

• Bespoke microscopes in micron

• Bespoke microscope example - DeepSIM



What is a microscope 
image

• The microscope produces a magnified, but 
also distorted, image

• Record the light intensity on a camera.



Microscopic imaging in 
mathematical terms. 

• Take your sample

• Multiple it at every point by the imaging 
process in the microscope (convolve the 
PSF with the object).

• Produce the image.



The most important 
things to think about.

Contrast :- What is the difference between what you 
want to see and everything else?

Resolution :- How small things can you see?

Nothing else



Objective lens

Specimen

2θ

• No lens has perfect 
resolution, even in theory

• Resolution depends on 
the angle (θ) of the cone 
of light that the objective 
can collect from the 
specimen.

• Rule of thumb: 
Resolution limit ~ λ/2

Microscope Resolution



Resolution: A technical definition,

 the Rayleigh Criterion 

D

D=1.22 λ/(NAobj+NAcond)

D, the distance of two 
closest points that can be 

distinguished

Epi-Fluorescence: NAcond = Naobj 
 so D=1.22λ/2NA



The Point Spread 
Function - PSF

• The image of an infinitely small point.

• Limited by resolution

• 3D structure also very important.



Image quality- the problem of "out-of-focus light"
point spread function and airy rings

Sample object:  a "sub-
resolution" 

fluorescent bead



Theoretical and measured PSF
Orthogonal views

Generated PSF
Real PSF



90 microns 
    thick

Surface of slide

Surface of cover slip

Bead slide 

Tetraspeck beads: chromatic registration 
DAPI/FITC/Rhodamine/Cy5

Beads (PS Spec): Single fluorochrome
Brighter -better for generating
point spread functions for deconvolution

Inspec Intensity beads: Measure dynamic range
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Affects of deep imaging (90µm) and collar settings 
on spherical aberration and psf of 60X/NA1.2w
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13

10 µm

0 µm

coverslip

170 nm beads
RI oil 1.512
RI medium 1.40
Gamma 0.3

Spherical aberration dependent on wavelength, depth, RI 

z-depth



Bespoke systems in Micron
User systems 

• Palm/TIRF system - now within facility 

• CryoSIM (at Diamond) - A user available facility at Beamline 24 for 
correlative imaging. 

Systems in development

• DeepSIM - upright SIM with AO and remote focus 

• 4PI - super high resolution imaging 

• CryoSIM II - add AO to CryoSIM setup 

• Aurox Clarity AO system - add AO to a novel fast confocal system



Palm/TIRF



CryoSIM



DeepSIM



4Pi microscope

cross-sections reveal the 3D membrane contour that was previ-
ously resolvable only with electron tomography (Frey and Man-
nella, 2000). This high 3D resolution is quantitatively supported
by a Fourier Shell Correlation value of 22 nm (Figure S4) (Nieu-
wenhuizen et al., 2013). To test our approach on even smaller
structures, we imaged antibody-labeled microtubules in COS-7
cells, a gold standard in SMSN (Figures 1D–1H). Without any
detectable imaging artifacts, W-4PiSMSN resolves this 25-nm
microtubule filament, which appears in all orientations as a hol-
low core coated with antibodies (Figures 1E–1H). In addition,
the dataset features a high localization density of !5.5 localiza-
tion events per 103 10 nm2 of surface area. Displaying the local-
ization events by their radial distance from the tubule axis
shows a Gaussian peak with a full width at half maximum
(FWHM) of 16–24 nm (Figure S4). Considering that the use of pri-

Figure 1. W-4PiSMSN Design and Resolu-
tion Demonstrations with ER, Microtubules,
and Bacteriophages
(A) Simplified optical diagram of W-4PiSMSN.

(B) Overview and cross-sections of the ER network

in an immunolabeled COS-7 cell. Cross-sections

of the W-4PiSMSN reconstruction show clearly

separated membranes of the tubular structures,

which cannot be resolved with conventional

astigmatism-based nanoscopy (light blue frame).

(C) x-y slice through the mid-section of the ER

network shown in (B) highlights the distinct mem-

brane contour of ER tubules (arrowheads).

(D) Overview of immunolabeled microtubules in a

COS-7 cell.

(E and F) 20-nm-thin x-y slices of the red (E) and

green (F) segments shown in (D) demonstrate that

microtubules can be easily resolved as hollow

cylinders in W-4PiSMSN.

(G) A look through a 120-nm-long segment of the

microtubule of (F).

(H) A histogram showing the number of localiza-

tions in a cross-section of the microtubule, white

dotted box in (G).

(I) A bacteriophage reconstructed from 115 aver-

aged viral particles rendered in 3D.

(J and K) 5-nm-thin vertical (J) and horizontal (K)

slices through the averaged dataset correspond-

ing to the planes shown in (I).

(L) The internal angle measurements of the hexa-

gon shape identified from the viral capsid shown

in (J).

OBJ, objective; QWP, quarter-wave plate; DM,

dichroic mirror; QBF, quad-band band-pass filter;

Def. Mirror, deformable mirror; Cam, camera;

50/50, beam splitter cube.

mary and secondary antibodies adds un-
certainty to the actual position of the
imaged dye molecules, we conclude
that the 3D resolution of our instrument
is well below 20 nm (FWHM).

To demonstrate our approach on
another challenging target, we imaged T7
bacteriophages. They feature an icosahe-
dral-shaped capsid of !60-nm diameter,

which has only been visible by cryo-electron microscopy (cryo-
EM) techniques before (Hu et al., 2013). We non-specifically
labeled proteins on the surface of purified T7 phages using an
Alexa Fluor 647 NHS Ester, which reacts with primary amines,
and mounted the phages on a coverslip (Figure S5). Image slices
of a single phage in the x-y, y-z, and x-z directions show a hollow
center in all orientations. To further refine the details of the
detected phage structures, we adapted the tomogram-aver-
aging approach originally developed for cryo-EM (Briggs, 2013;
Broeken et al., 2015). By combining 115 T7 images, our averaged
reconstruction reveals the icosahedral shape of the T7 phages
(Figures 1I–1L; Figure S4). As presented in Figures 1J–1L, a slice
perpendicular to the major axis shows the expected pentagonal
shape while a slice parallel to the major axis reveals a hexagonal
shape. Our approach, however, has yet to clearly resolve the
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Supplemental Figures

Figure S1. W-4PiSMSN Setup and System Characterization, Related to Figure 1
(A) Simplified system diagram of W-4PiSMSN.

(B) Localization results of W-4PiSMSN of a fluorescent bead imaged with 50 nm steps over an axial range of 1.2 mm. Inserts show residual errors displayed for

each step and in a histogram.

(C) Instrumental drift along the axial direction over 1 hr.

L1-L5: Lenses, OBJ: Objective, QWP: Quarter-Wave Plate, DM: Dichroic Mirror, QBF: Quad-Band Bandpass Filter, Def. Mirror: Deformable Mirror, BS: Beam

Splitter Cube, PBS: Polarizing Beam Splitter Cube, RA: Rectangular Aperture.

Cell 166, 1028–1040, August 11, 2016 S1



CryoSIM II



Aurox Clarity AO



Justification for Bespoke 
Systems

• Often necessary for specific specialised 
problems. 

• Easily optimised for several 
parameters, speed, sensitivity etc... 

• Can provide extremely flexible systems
BUT think hard as it is likely to be harder, 
longer and more expensive than at first 
thought.



Bespoke Microscope 
Example - DeepSIM

• Live fluorescence imaging  

• Simultaneous electro-physiology 

• Rapid Z stacks, with minimal sample disruption 

• Deeper imaging utilising Adaptive Optics (AO)



Live imaging

Upright microscope Fast imaging



Fast Z movement issues



AO - Remote Focus 



AO - Aberration correction



Image based correction strategy

At	least	three	measurements	are	necessary		
for	quadratic	maximization

𝑎 = −
𝑏(𝑀+ − 𝑀−)

2𝑀+ − 4𝑀𝑧 + 2𝑀−



Image based correction strategy : Fourier 
metric

Drosophila	neuro-muscular	junction	images	with	varying	amounts	of	Spherical	aberration	applied

Fourier	transforms	of	NMJ	images	with	varying	amounts	of	Spherical	aberration	applied

Noise	masks	of	Fourier	transforms	with	varying	amounts	of	Spherical	aberration	applied

2.0-2.
0

Amount	of	Spherical	aberration	applied



Sensorless correction: Fourier Metric

Noise	masks	of	Fourier	transforms	with	varying	amounts	of	Spherical	aberration	applied

Spherical	aberration	amplitude	fitting



Sensorless	correction	routine	on	NMJ	dataNMJ	before	correction NMJ	after	correction

Sensorless correction: Fourier Metric



Start with simple design

grating

polarization
rotator

C5L

6LL

CLL C75

DMC75C75C75

6LL

CLL micron fibre

Notes

The design shows defocussing of light from a CLL micron fibre by a C5Lmm lens~  For 
direct launchS the C5Lmm lens may be replaced with a telescope to expand the 
incident beam~  Prior to this telescopeS each beam should be treated so that they 
all share a similar diameter~  )The Zemax design shows semi-diameters of around 
7~5mm at both the C5Lmm achromat and the grating~I

Immediately prior to the gratingS the beam is focused at infinity~  This region can 
be extended to allow more space for flip mirrors to auxilliary paths~

The Lth-order is also infinity focused in several regions after the gratingS but 
component separations can not be adjusted hereS as changes to the path of the Cst-
order beams will affect the formation of the SIM pattern~

Auxilliary paths can merge between the polarisation rotator and the first C75mm 
achromat~ A 7mm diameter parallel beam inserted here will yield a ~45 micron spot 
in the object plane~

 

Lenses

CLLmm  ThorLabs  AC654-CLL
C5Lmm  ThorLabs  AC654-C5L
C75mm  Newport   PACL6C
6LLmm  ThorLabs  AC654-6LL

detector



Add complexity



Drosophila Neuro-muscular Junction: 
Pseudo-widefield

Pseudo-widefield	with	AO	correctionPseudo-widefield	without	AO	correction



Drosophila Neuro-muscular Junction: 3D SIM 
reconstruction

3D	SIM	reconstruction	with	AO	correction3D	SIM	reconstruction	without	AO	correction



Control software
Python - Microscope 
• Python low level control of hardware 
• Exports devices with a standard API 
• Can control system entirely from python 

Cockpit 
• GUI built onto of microscope 
• Allows easy control of even complex microscopes 
• Intuitive control and sample navigation



DeepSIM 
control
• Cockpit (user interface)

• Centralised interface for 
control over all available 
hardware

• View-finding and site 
marking

• Easy switching between 
multiple configurations

• Microscope (hardware 
control)
• Modular nature
• Easy to develop



Bespoke 
Microscopes

Why bother?

Specific applications -better than commercial 
microscopes 

Flexibility 

Cost



Bespoke 
Microscopes

Why NOT to bother?

•Salary of physicist/engineer required 

•Long building time required (it’s hard) 

•Not supported by a company  
(repairs are costly and lengthy) 

•Not always easy to use by biologists



How expensive is it?

Building costs  
Hardware ~£100-250k 
Salaries 1-3 years (~£50-£150) 
Total cost ~£150-350k

Commercial  OMX system ~£400k



Summary

• Recap on image formation

• Fluorescent beads showing aberrations

• Examples of bespoke development

• Bespoke microscope building projects pro’s 
and cons.


